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ARBITRATION OR CLASS ACTIONS: CAN THE COURTS PROVIDE ACCESS TO JUSTICE?
BY EDWARD C. ANDERSON*

The use of arbitration to resolve civil disputes is
sweeping American commerce.  Where once arbitration
was restricted to highly technical disputes within narrow
groups of professionals, today, a growing range of dis-
putes are resolved by the arbitration process, rather than
the long slog through the morass of a lawsuit. Federal
and state courts have offered broad support to this avail-
ability of a route to resolve claims.  In hundreds of cases
since 1984, they have rejected every attack on arbitra-
tion.

This growth in arbitration is primarily a result of
pre-dispute arbitration agreements – contracts to arbi-
trate, rather than litigate, future disputes.  The prolifera-
tion of these arbitration clauses has been described by
attorneys on both sides of these issues as the most im-
portant development in dispute resolution in the last de-
cade.1   Reflection on dispute resolution leads to the con-
clusion that it could not be otherwise.  Once a dispute
occurs, the parties are unlikely to agree on a dispute reso-
lution system, other than that to which they are already
committed.  It is inevitable that one party or the other
and, likely, both lawyers2  will fear some  disadvantage in
an alternative system.  In fact, research confirms this com-
mon sense evaluation; there are almost no “post-dispute”
agreements for arbitration among litigants who have not
agreed beforehand to arbitrate their dispute.3

These changes have resulted in both the growing
refinement of the arbitration process and increasing judi-
cial approval of arbitration.4  But, in actual fact, the ex-
pansion of arbitration is the outgrowth of the increasing
unavailability of the lawsuit process to most Americans.
The cost, complexity and risk associated with the lawsuit
process have put our most common form of dispute reso-
lution beyond the reach of all but the richest Americans.
According to Judge Higganbotham of the Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals, “Our civil process before and during
trial…is a masterpiece of complexity that dazzles in its
details – in discovery, in the use of experts, in the prepa-
ration and presentation of evidence, in the selection of
the fact finder and the choreography of the trial.  But few
litigants or courts can afford it…”5

The lack of access to justice in United States is
striking.  The American Bar Association (“ABA”), the
largest association of legal professionals, has estimated
that the lawsuit process is beyond the means of at least
100 million Americans.6   The ABA Journal, the monthly
magazine of the ABA, has concluded that members can-
not undertake representation in a litigation matter worth
less than $20,000.7   This is an amount to which few dis-
putes rise and is, in fact, likely a low estimate, when one
considers the expense and complexity of modern Ameri-
can litigation and the increasing inability of any profes-

sional or observer to predict the outcome in the process.
In fact, commentators have calculated, based on surveys
of practitioners, that the minimum value of a plaintiff’s
employment case must be $60,000, before an attorney can
justify representation.8   This results in 19 out of 20 ag-
grieved employees being locked out of the court system,
because they cannot obtain counsel.9

The “real world” lawsuit system serves as an effec-
tive bar to justice for all but the richest Americans.

The 1960s Response - Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
- Rule 23

Although this lack of justice for most Americans
has become more pronounced as litigation has become
more complex, time consuming, expensive and risky, these
hurdles have existed for many years.  In 1966, the drafters
of the “new” Federal Rules of Civil Procedure made one
attempt to relieve courts of these burdens and, thereby,
enable more Americans to use the courts.  The creation of
the “opt out” class action in FRCP 23 was intended to
provide access to justice for Americans with relatively
minor claims and to relieve the courts from having to se-
rially address thousands of similar claims.10   State courts
acted rapidly to adopt similar rules.11

Before the 1966 amendments, Rule 23 did not di-
rectly address the issue of whether all potential class
members were excluded unless they affirmatively “opted
in” or whether all potential class members were included
unless they affirmatively “opted out.”12

Despite this silence, courts quite logically concluded
that individuals could not be forced into a lawsuit to
which they had not consented.  Until the changes in 1966,
it was well established that the default standard was ex-
clusion. One court observed, “Prior to the 1966 amend-
ment to the Rule, an individual could wait to see the out-
come of the litigation before deciding whether or not to
become a party.”13

This changed when the new Rule 23 permitted “opt-
out” classes, which bound every potential claimant to
the judgment, unless they affirmatively “opted” out. The
Supreme Court noted that, because the change would
bind all class members save those who opt out, “[Rule 23
§ (b)(3)] was the most adventuresome innovation of the
1966 Amendments.”14

Rule 23 was reflective of a 1960’s faith that the courts
could resolve all issues, but there were also plausible
practical justifications for the change.  The principal prob-
lem with the earlier  “opt-in” requirement was that large
numbers of people might not even realize they had a claim.
It is difficult to communicate effectively with large num-
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bers of potential class members. An affirmative “opt-in”
requirement was an impediment to class formation and
could leave claimants without a remedy.

There were also potential problems for defendants
in the “opt in” system. “Opt-in” classes could lead to
serial litigation as claimants manipulated the system, wait-
ing to see what would happen in a given case before they
committed. An “opt-out” regime was expected to allevi-
ate these concerns. It also allowed classes to be created
more quickly and was expected to facilitate the prompt
adjudication of claims.15

Notwithstanding the fact that the opt-out mecha-
nism would consolidate the claims of largely silent class
members, the drafters expected that the actual claimants
would remain the real parties in interest. As the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals described the anticipated result,

“there is nothing in the Advisory Committee’s
Note that suggests that the amendments had
as their purpose the authorization of massive
class actions conducted by attorneys en-
gaged by near-nominal plaintiffs.”16

There were, however, two logical flaws in the “opt-
out” scheme that were not recognized in 1966:

Claimants must still “opt-in” at some point, if
they ever are ever to be compensated. If the
class claim is successful, the matter will be
resolved by a settlement or verdict that cre-
ates a fund for class members. To take advan-
tage of that fund, individual class members
must identify themselves and demonstrate af-
firmatively that they are entitled to a share.

Moreover, claimants who merely remain pas-
sive are bound by the actions of their sup-
posed “representative,” despite the fact that
experience and common sense teach us that
almost no one reads or can decipher the no-
tices that precede the decision to stay in or
opt out.  Thousands of claimants with valid
causes of action are bound by the settlement
decisions of their “representative,” with whom
they have never had the slightest real con-
tact.

Since individual class members are still required to
“opt-in,” Rule 23 only postpones, but does not eliminate
notice to class members, who are still likely to remain
uninformed and indifferent. The actual opt-in rates for
class action settlements are educational. In Strong v.
BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. ,17  the negotiated
settlement provided class members with a service plan or
a credit. Although the settlement was asserted to provide
$64 million in compensation, the credit requests submit-
ted by class members amounted to less than $2 million.

The practical result is that lawyers, rather than the
claimants, are the real parties in interest in a Rule 23 ac-
tion. As Bill Lerach, one of America’s most successful
and famous class action lawyers observed, “I have the
best practice in the world; I have no clients.”18

When claimants were required to “opt-in” before
class certification, class action attorneys had bona fide
clients to whom they had to be attentive and responsive.
Because the absent class members are not identified until
the remedy phase, modern Rule 23 attorneys effectively
act on their own.  If the response rate is minimal at the
remedy phase, the lawyers remain the real parties in inter-
est throughout the case.

Rule 23, therefore, permits lawyers to speak for im-
mense classes of individual claimants who have not se-
lected them - - who may in fact, be entirely unaware that
they are parties to a lawsuit or might even be opposed to
making the claim.  In theory, individual notice to class
members is required if it can be done with reasonable
effort, so that absent claimants will have the opportunity
to opt-out.19  In practice, this requirement is not strictly
applied and, even if it were, experience shows that most
people do not pay attention and have little incentive to
opt-out. The Rule 23 lawyer speaks on behalf of an army
of possible claimants and automatically acquires substan-
tial bargaining power.

Judge Posner, of the Seventh Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, described the resultant settlements by quoting
Judge Henry Friendly:

Judge Friendly, who was not given to hyper-
bole, called settlements induced by a small
probability of an immense judgment, in a class
action, “blackmail settlements”.20

In the final analysis, Rule 23 does not afford access
to justice.  For both sides, class actions actually reflect
the lack of access to justice described by Judge
Higganbotham, writ large.21   No actual claimant, without
massive resources, can bring a class action.  The indi-
vidual class members become, of necessity, mere proce-
dural necessities for the Rule 23 attorneys who can afford
to fund the litigation.  The defendants, likewise, are de-
prived of their day in court by the costs of litigation and
magnitude of the exposure, regardless of the merits of the
defense.

Rule 23 lawyers, who have borne the burden of the
litigation and, as a result, have achieved the power be-
stowed by representing the class, must redeem their in-
vestment.  It is irrational to expect that, having spent
their own resources on the litigation, they will always be
able to sublimate their own interests in favor the interests
of “clients” they have never met. There are always con-
flicts issues in multiparty litigation; the “opt-out” class
institutionalizes the conflict between Rule 23 lawyers and
class members.22
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Because, under Rule 23, the “opt-in” is delayed un-
til the fund is achieved and because, in the real world,
response rates are very low, class action litigation is ef-
fectively converted from the purpose of compensation of
victims to the goal of punishing alleged wrongdoers.  In
class action practice, victims receive a very small propor-
tion of their claims.23

There is nothing perverse about the goal of punish-
ment, in theory. Punishment is a powerful weapon that
serves important public purposes – retribution and deter-
ring future misconduct. The problem is that this terrible
weapon has been placed in the hands of lawyers who act,
in effect, as private bounty hunters.   They may be prima-
rily concerned with public interest; they likely are not.
As noted above, they (not the “clients”) have borne the
heavy burden of the litigation.  They answer to no public
authority in bringing or settling these “private” actions.
Once the class is certified, they get paid whether they net
a guilty or innocent party, because the defendant must
acquiesce.24

As a result, these class actions may deter the wrong
conduct or the wrong parties or not deter at all.  In ac-
tions against business entities, class action expenses and
settlements merely add to the costs to be paid by future
customers.  This can result in a transfer of wealth from
one group of consumers to another; more often, in cur-
rent practice, it is the transfer of wealth from future cus-
tomers to present lawyers.

The overwhelming majority of class actions are
settled before trial.25  When response rates and actual
payouts are low, however, there is the potential for a sub-
stantial pool of unclaimed funds. This surplus can, in
effect, be split between plaintiffs’ lawyers, who are es-
sentially free agents, and the defendants.  Recurring fea-
tures of Rule 23 settlements indicate compromises that
subordinate the interests of the absent claimants.

Two common examples are:
(1) so-called “coupon” settlements, where
class members receive discounts on future
purchases from the defendants, rather than
cash; and,
(2) settlements where class counsel and other
non-parties get an inordinately large share of
the recovery.

Even a cursory review of current class action prac-
tice suggests that non-cash compensation to class mem-
bers is only representative of a larger problem.  Defen-
dants can easily agree on coupons which generate addi-
tional sales or are unlikely to be redeemed. The net cost is
minimal or negative.  Such a settlement minimizes the
deterrent effect.  Of course, no real plaintiff with a real
claim would accept a coupon, for even the same value, as
an alternative to cash.  In reality, the value of these cou-
pons or discounts represent a tiny fraction of the value

of claims made in the litigation, if the claims are meritori-
ous.26

Nonetheless, Rule 23 attorneys, who have made
massive expenditures to support the litigation and must
commit even more to continue the case, are naturally
tempted to make such a settlement, provided that the cou-
pons, discounts or changes in procedures appear valu-
able enough to justify substantial attorneys’ fees, which
are infrequently paid in the same script.

Two, of many, reported examples illustrate the nega-
tive impact of such settlements on the absent class mem-
bers. In the Kamilewicz v. Bank of Boston, the bank was
accused of over-collecting escrow money from mortgage
borrowers and profiting from the excess float. The settle-
ment paid up to $8.76 to each absent class member, and
$8.5 million in fees to attorneys.  The absent members
were bound by the settlement judgment.  The settlement
provided that the fees were to be paid by deductions
from class members’ accounts, resulting in net losses for
class members.27

In another national settlement, the defendant was
accused of extracting excessive late-payment fees from
customers. Under the settlement, the Rule 23 lawyers got
$5.5 million in fees. Customers got a new late-payment
policy and a choice of various free services, but they also
got larger monthly bills. One class member analyzed the
result: “Please don’t sue anyone else on my behalf. I can’t
afford any more of these brilliant legal victories.”28

Where the true parties in interest are the Rule 23
lawyers and the defendant, these settlements reflect the
optimal result of the litigation for those parties.  The de-
fendant minimizes the outlay to resolve the matter.  The
Rule 23 attorneys reduce the investment risk by settling
and can induce the defendant to put a greater portion of
their reduced loss toward attorneys’ fees.  The court re-
moves a docket burden that limits the judge’s ability to
serve other litigants.

But, as USA Today editorialized: “Token settlements
and high fees benefit everyone involved in class action
suits except damaged parties.”29

The Alternative: Arbitration
For most litigants, even those with a small claim,

arbitration presents an attractive alternative to a poten-
tial lawsuit.  It is simpler, less expensive, more easily sched-
uled, and more likely to generate a rational result.30

Courts, too, have been receptive to the growth of arbitra-
tion as an alternative to the lawsuit.  Courts have over-
whelmingly supported pre-dispute agreements to arbitrate
future claims.31    Moreover, many courts now mandate
arbitration of claims that have been brought as lawsuits,
in an attempt to avoid the most burdensome aspects of
the civil justice process.32
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Growing research demonstrates that all parties save
significant time and money in the arbitration process.33

Equally importantly, individuals do as well or better in
arbitration as they do in equivalent lawsuits.34   These
pragmatic results have led to growing public acceptance
of arbitration as the preferred method for resolving dis-
putes.35

Opposition to Arbitration
While the courts, the public and transaction law-

yers have become increasingly enthusiastic about arbi-
tration, litigation practitioners have been understandably
reluctant to embrace a system that reduces litigation ex-
penditures.36   This has led to legal attacks on arbitration
on grounds of the enforceability of the Federal Arbitra-
tion Act (“FAA”),37  cost of arbitration,38  mutuality of
arbitration contracts,39  pre-emption of the FAA by other
federal statutes,40  and other alleged infirmities of the ar-
bitration process.41

The federal and state courts have rejected each of
these attacks,42  while, at the same time, providing sub-
stantial guidelines for the basic fairness of an acceptable
arbitration process.43

Arbitration and Class Actions
Current attacks are based on the relationship of the

FAA and FRCP 23 and its state progeny.44   These attacks
on arbitration clauses take two forms:

The assertion that, under the authority of the
court,  Rule 23 must be overlaid onto arbitra-
tion procedure to provide for “class” arbitra-
tion;45  or, alternatively,

The claim that, if the arbitration clause pro-
hibits class actions or the arbitration rules do
not provide for the procedural equivalent of
“class” treatment, the arbitration clause is “un-
conscionable” under state contract law.46

“Class” Arbitration
Plaintiffs have frequently sought “class” certifica-

tion in arbitration.  Federal courts which have addressed
the issue squarely have held that where the arbitration
rules did not specifically provide for arbitration on a class
basis, under Section 4 of the FAA, “class” arbitration is
not permitted.47    Most state courts have taken the same
position.  For instance, the Supreme Court of Alabama
rejected the “class” assertions of parties who had agreed
to arbitration.48

“Arbitration agreements cannot be forced into
the mold of class action treatment without
defeating the parties’ contractual rights; a rule
of civil procedure providing for class actions
cannot overcome binding arbitration agree-
ments.” 49

Similarly, an Illinois appellate court concluded that
individual arbitrations under fair set of arbitration rules
further the exact purposes for which Rule 23 was
adopted.50

The overwhelming majority of judicial decisions
have held that such a limitation in an arbitration rule struc-
ture is enforceable.51  Every federal court that has ad-
dressed the issue has concluded that the waiver of the
class action process (a court rule of procedure) is inher-
ent in an agreement to arbitrate.52

However, some California courts and, recently, the
Supreme Court of South Carolina, have held that, where
the arbitration agreement or rules are silent on the sub-
ject, a class arbitration can be ordered by the court.53   At
least one California court ordered a “class” arbitration,
relying on the silence of the rules of the American Arbi-
tration Association on the subject.54

The United States Supreme Court was recently of-
fered the opportunity to clearly resolve this first line of
attack.55   In Bazzle, the Court addressed two related cases
in which the arbitration clause was arguably silent on the
issue of “class” treatment in arbitration.  In one, the trial
court had ordered “class” arbitration; in the other, the
arbitrator had followed suit and ordered “class” arbitra-
tion.  The defendant asserted that FAA §4 required en-
forcement of the contract as written and that the contract
language did not allow  “class” arbitration.56   The plain-
tiff asserted (and the South Carolina Supreme Court
agreed)57 that the contract language was ambiguous on
the subject and, absent an agreement of the parties to
prohibit “class” arbitration, the courts of South Carolina
could create a “class” arbitration, as a matter of local
law.58

The Supreme Court, in a plurality opinion, punted.
The Court agreed that the contract language was ambigu-
ous, but held that the interpretation of the ambiguous
language was for the arbitrator.59   The decision reversed
the judgment of the South Carolina Supreme Court and
returned the matter to the arbitrator for contract inter-
pretation, to determine whether the contract language
prohibited “class” arbitration.60

Notably, the four justice plurality seemed to accept
that, if the arbitrator ultimately concluded that the con-
tract prohibited “class” arbitration, that prohibition would
be enforced under FAA §4.61   Additionally, a three justice
minority concluded that the language was not, in fact,
ambiguous, did prohibit “class” arbitration, and should
have been enforced under Section 4.62   At oral argument,
Justice Stevens made the point that, given the very na-
ture of the litigation, there would not likely be another
arbitration clause ambiguous on this subject matter.63   The
opinions in Bazzle suggest that, when faced with an un-
ambiguous prohibition on “class” arbitration, the United
States Supreme Court will not allow the creation of a
“class” in arbitration.
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         Arbitration Prevents Class Actions
The other attack on arbitration agreements through

Rule 23 is more direct, although no more widely accepted.
Alabama and California state courts and the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals (interpreting and applying California
state law) have concluded that a prohibition of a “class”
in arbitration, if enforced “as written”, is “unconscionable”
as a matter of state law.64   These decisions have been
based either, somewhat incongruously, on the supposed
cost of bringing an individual claim in arbitration65  or an
apparent conclusion that some litigants have a substan-
tive right to bring class actions, of which they are de-
prived by an arbitration process that adjudicates claims
individually.66

Although it is clear that courts can refuse enforce-
ment arbitration clauses because of the costs associated
with arbitration,67  that action requires a specific determi-
nation that the costs are prohibitive.68   Only the Leonard
court, in a 4-3 decision, has leapt from the class action
prohibition present in an arbitration clause to a conclu-
sion that only through a Rule 23 action could the plaintiff’s
claim be economically pursued.69

The best available research shows that arbitration
is less costly than litigation.70   If the cost of arbitration
led directly to the creation of a Rule 23 action, so, too,
should the cost of an individual lawsuit.  Of course, un-
der Rule 23, the actual procedural prerequisites to “class”
certification (as opposed to the underlying justification
for the Rule) have little to do with the alternative cost of
the individual lawsuit.71

Moreover, most national arbitration rules provide
for shifting of costs from individual claimants to the busi-
ness that propound the arbitration agreement.72    This is
an effective judicial requirement for arbitration, as a grow-
ing number of courts have held that businesses must de-
fray the cost of arbitration for individuals, so that actual
cost to the individual cannot exceed the cost of the court
process.73

In this direct attack on arbitration procedures that
do not provide for a “class” in arbitration, lower Califor-
nia courts have held that a prohibition on “class” treat-
ment, contained in an arbitration clause, was “unconscio-
nable, as a matter of state law.”74   However, other Califor-
nia courts have reached the opposite conclusion.75

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals adopted the
Szetela position on California law and concluded that an
arbitration agreement that clearly prohibited “class” treat-
ment of claims was “substantively unconscionable” and
would not be enforced.76   The Ting clause did contain
some additional infirmities that made it more offensive to
that court.77   While it is theoretically possible that the
California law on “unconscionability” could be different
than other states, in the context of the FAA, these deci-
sions appear to violate Section 4 of the FAA and are in-

consistent with those of the Third, Fourth, Seventh, Eigth,
and Eleventh Circuits.78   The resolution of this conflict
remains for the Supreme Court.

 The Result
The Supreme Court has effectively applied the FAA

to all arbitrations.79   The Court has directly held that the
FAA preempts federal statutes that appear to favor class
actions or create a right to class actions.80    The Supreme
Court and other federal appeals courts have held that any
such procedural rights are waived by a party who agrees
to arbitration.81   In a different context, a separate panel of
the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has agreed with the
other Circuits on this issue.82

Additionally, a decision that a contract is “uncon-
scionable” with regard to the named plaintiff would ap-
parently be pyhrric.  Courts have consistently held that
even if the named plaintiff was not bound by an arbitra-
tion agreement, where absent “class” members had agreed
to arbitrate, individual arbitrations for those claimants
would be ordered.83

Courts, including the U.S. Supreme Court, have also
held that “class type” remedies provided for in statutes
for protection for specific classes of plaintiffs do not pre-
vent the referral of claims under such a statute to arbitra-
tion.84    The California appellate courts sent a California
§17200 (injunctive relief on behalf of the state) claim to
arbitration.85

The current status of the law is that the FAA covers
all but the most unusual arbitration agreements.86   Sec-
tion 4 of the FAA provides that arbitration agreements
shall be enforced as written.87   Under the FAA, the au-
thority to consolidate claims is limited by the agreement
of the parties and the incorporated rules of arbitration.88

Beyond the conflict with of the majority of federal
appellate courts, the Ting decision  seems to ignore the
contractual rights, not only of the defendant, but of the
absent class members.  Justice Thomas, dissenting in
EEOC v. Waffle House, made the point that the failure to
enforce the arbitration agreement exposed the defendant
to “two bites at the apple” by a plaintiff who was not
restricted to his arbitration remedies.89   The appellant in
Bazzle noted that, despite the “class” resolution of the
claims, all of the absent class members retained their right
to seek arbitration remedies against the defendant.90   The
only way to avoid these anamolous results would be to
deprive both defendant and all of the absent class mem-
bers of the benefit of their arbitration agreements, solely
to create leverage for the Rule 23 lawyers in the case
before the court.

In the cases where these few courts have held an
arbitration contract “unconscionable” with regard to a
named plaintiff (a very individual analysis), absent “class”
members have never asserted that their similar contract is
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unfair or unenforceable with regard to them.  These courts,
while holding that the named plaintiffs had not effectively
waived their right to bring a class action, have thus far
not held that the absent “class” members, who have agreed
to arbitration, are prohibited from proceeding to arbitra-
tion.  In fact, other courts have specifically held that those
who sign a mandatory arbitration agreement are excluded
from a class action brought by similarly situated plain-
tiffs (whowere not bound by an arbitration agreement).91

A plaintiff who is excused from his contract by reason of
“unconscionability” is the only party unbound; if a court
is going to extend that determination to every contract-
ing party, it would seem to require an individual analysis
for every potential “class” member.92

Additionally, regardless of an arbitration agreement,
the punishment objectives and power to change behav-
ior that are the real purposes of the modern class actions
are still exercised by the proper authorities.93   For this
reason, it seems likely that the Supreme Court will retain
its current balance between the “right” to bring a Rule 23
action and the “as written” provisions of the FAA, as
outlined in Gilmer:

It is also argued that arbitration procedures
cannot adequately further the purposes of the
ADEA because they do not provide for broad
equitable relief and class actions… But even
if the arbitration could not go forward as a
class action or class relief could not be granted
by the arbitrator, the fact that the [ADEA] pro-
vides for the possibility of bringing a collec-
tive action does not mean that individual at-
tempts at conciliation were intended to be
barred. (Internal citations omitted). Finally, it
should be remembered that arbitration agree-
ments will not preclude the EEOC from bring-
ing actions seeking class-wide and equitable
relief. 94
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